
Italian President Giorgio Napolitano Weighs in on MK-Ultra Gate  

   

The scandal that’s festering like a bad cavity is attracting more and 
more world leader attention.*  The latest to contribute to the matter is 
one of the leaders of a government that’s been a coalition partner 
since autumn 2008.  
   

* World leaders who to date have weighed in on MK-Ultra Gate: French 

President Sarkozy on March 14th and Brazilian President Rousseff on March 
19th 

 

   

On October 13, 2008 a very geo-aggressive Italian Prime Minister Berlusconi 

appeared in public with President Bush and announced that if necessary his 

government would provide troops to help liberate Canada from Chinese joint 

governance and domestic authoritarianism.  In light of the MK-Ultra Gate 

scandal the veracity of that offer is now suspect.   

 

Italy’s other connection to coalition issues is documented in Chinada 

Provokes Attendees at the July 2009 Italian-Hosted G8 Summit.  

 

On March 29, 2011 the Italian President appeared on CNBC for a sit-down 

interview in which he (i) reaffirmed his government’s coalition membership, 

(ii) acknowledged contract the Custodian has with his government and the 

other public sector partners, (iii) encourages all parties to “find a solution”, 

(iv) restates the foreign policy position that unlawful Chinese interests in 

Canada must be expelled to adhere to what the international law of 

sovereignty dictates and (v) he and his colleagues will continue to work with 

European partners to achieve stated objectives.  

   

   

President: Of course we have important relations with Libya, [1:09: 
Colbert M.] important agreements in the field of energy.  

   



 

   

             [...]  

   

         And we hope [2:58: Kernan M.] the situation will find a 
solution; I mean not going on in a stagnating way...  

   

 

 

   

                 [...]  

   

Maria: We're ten days into the mission.  How long do you think 
this goes on and do you think that the international 
community should have been more aggressive in pushing 
Gaddafi out earlier?  

   

President: [3:57: Colbert M.]  

   



  

   

                  [...]  

   

President: We want to manage together with the other [5:02: 
Powell-Colbert M.] European countries.   

  

 

   
View video  

   

 

http://www.cnbc.com/id/15840232/?video=3000013265&play=1

